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14 Safety First- Research & Development
Programme for Safe Mobility

David Zaidel

VTT is presently involved in defining the long term safety related R&D strategy, for
the ministry of transport in Finland. The aim is to produce a document which will
reflect at least a professional consensus but also have the public's support. The
document will address the long-term outlook of transport and mobility, safety goals
and targets, recommend areas for R&D and their potential applications, and R&D
management strategy. The R&D management strategy will cover training and facility
needs, international co-operation, priorities and co-ordination between R&D areas,
funding needs, solicitation and monitoring of research, means to insure creativity
and innovation.

The following slide- text gives a summary of the project's approach.

14.1 Goals

• Develop a National Strategic plan for Research and Development in Road Safety
for a twenty year horizon.

• Provide a long term R&D plan that will help national agencies in formulating their
shorter term R&D and their Action Programs.

• Co-ordinate the plan with national R&D plans in transport & communications and
other relevant programmes.

• Provide government agencies with a reasoned and accepted  R&D program which
will reflect national goals as well as have an influence on them.

• Provide a rational basis for allocating R&D funding.

• Involve a wide range of talents- research centres, universities, government
agencies,  public safety organizations, industry (transport related and high- tech)
in both the creation of the plan and its implementation.

• Encourage a professional and political-public consensus about what „safety“
should mean

• Create an innovative and bold plan that will attract national and international
attention,  leading to new sources of support, funding, and active participants.
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14.2 The basic issues for planning a R&D strategy
What is meant by safety?

What is the scope of the Strategy?

How to generate and select the specific issues, topics, for R&D?

What are the content areas of the plan?

How useful is existing knowledge?

What important knowledge is missing?

what are the capacities and capabilities of the R&D community?

How can research activity be steered to desired directions?

How can creativity of research and of safety ideas be encouraged?

How to move from R to D?

Who are the implementers of research results?

What are the obstacles to implementation?

How can implementation be facilitated?

14.3 Overall Approach and Conceptual Framework
The plan will reflect and co-ordinate four broad areas of R&D for safe mobility:

1.Traditional, accident counter-measure based, research issues

2. Innovative, Safety- First derived R&D ideas

3. Issues of the D in R&D and of implementation.

The safety vision of professionals, of the public, media and politicians

Obstacles and resistance to (new) safety ideas

Agreement on goals and on the means to achieve them

How to convince other  professionals to create safety in their areas of responsibility
and action

4. Mission oriented R&D Projects (MPs) that aim at implementing a
comprehensive (action + product + service) package with a potential for a large
impact on safety.

MPs will typically require a wide range of co-operating partners, including industry.
Examples of MPs

Safety management of all professional transport and driving

Non police based speed management in urban environment
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14.4 Tasks
Analysis of past and present safety action and research programs

Analysis of international safety visions, programs, and research

Identification of special national attributes

Analysis of current safety research capabilities in the country

Contacting and engaging wide range of professionals

Identifying professionals and opinion makers who may have unique opinions

Building an interactive  WEB SITE for professionals and the public It will evolve into
a permanent site of the R&D plan during its implementation

Creation and of  the R&D plan, its modules and interconnections.

Conducting seminars and workshops


